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Joey Scout Section

Theme: International – Australia

Activity

Meeting Type: Normal

Equipment Leader

Opening Ceremony and Welcome
Joey Promise
Kookaburra

Kookaburras are Australian birds with a very happy
laugh. They probably laugh because they love to eat
worms and snakes, and often they will sit for very long
periods just waiting to spot the head of a worm
popping up from the ground. They then fly down from
their perch on the tree and using their very strong
beaks, dig the worm from the ground and take it back
to their tree to eat it. Sometimes they will hold a very
large worm in their beak and bash it on the ground to
kill it before eating it. (Ref: “Australian Scout” July 2004)

Kookaburra Relay

Straws
Paper worms

Sand Pictures

Cut out
animal
shapes
Sand
Glue

“Tie me Kangaroo Down Sport”
Kangaroo Walk (Ref: “Australian Scout”
August 2004)

Music

Joeys stand at one end of the hall. Leaders stand with
straws at other end of the hall. The worms are on the
floor at other end of the hall in front of the leaders. The
Joeys, one or two at a time, come up and get a straw.
Using suction, but no hands, the Joey bends down and
lifts up a worm with the straw and takes it back to the
other end. If it drops then it must be picked up again
with the straw.
Spread glue over animal shapes cut out from light
card.
Sprinkle sand over the glue. Using food colouring and
beach sand can make different coloured sand.
Desiccated coconut is a suitable substitute for sand
OR
Have a picture of an Australian animal. Cover with
glue. The Joeys use one coloured sand for the animal
and other coloured sand for the background.

Joey Scouts in a straight line across the hall. Leader
asks questions and depending on the answer the Joey
scouts take a step forward or backward. Questions
include:
How many brothers do you have? (One step for each
brother)
Do you have a sister (one step forward for yes, one
step backward for no)
Have a finish line and see how many questions it takes
to get everyone over the line. You could also do it with
letters of the alphabet; if they have that letter in their
name they take a step.
Kangaroo gets a Pouch. (Ref: “Australian Scout”
August 2004)
Or Why the Kangaroo Has a Pouch (see below) – Nature
Resource Book page 47-48

Closing Ceremony
. Joey Law Prayer
Notices and thankyou

Story

Tie Me Kangaroo Down Sport
By Rolf Harris
http://www.rich.durge.org/rolf/kangaroo.html
[Spoken:]
There's an old Australian stockman, lying, dying,
and he gets himself up on one elbow,
and he turns to his mates,
who are gathered 'round him and he says:
Watch me wallabys feed mate.
Watch me wallabys feed.
They're a dangerous breed mate.
So watch me wallabys feed.
Altogether now!
Tie me kangaroo down sport,
tie me kangaroo down.
Tie me kangaroo down sport,
tie me kangaroo down.
Keep me cockatoo cool, Curl,
keep me cockatoo cool.
Don't go acting the fool, Curl,
just keep me cockatoo cool.
Altogether now!
Take me koala back, Jack,
take me koala back.
He lives somewhere out on the track, Mac,
so take me koala back.
Altogether now!
Mind me platypus duck, Bill,
mind me platypus duck.
Don't let him go running amok, Bill,
mind me platypus duck.
Altogether now!
Play your digeridoo, Blue,
play your digeridoo.
Keep playing 'til I shoot thro' Blue,
play your digerydoo.
Altogether now!
Tan me hide when I'm dead, Fred,
tan me hide when I'm dead.
So we tanned his hide when he died Clyde,
(Spoken) And that's it hanging on the shed.
Altogether now!

